Examining previously unknown molecular mechanisms for environmental adaptation in plants
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PBM1 is involved in lipid binding and could influence the catalytic site in the OTU domain. a Modeling of OTU11 (left) and OTU12 (right) using alpha fold. PBM1: blue, residues of the active site: red, stick mode. The panels in (a), (b) and (c) were prepared using PyMol. b Structural alignment of OTU11 (light gray) and OTU12 (dark gray). PBM1: light blue (OTU11), blue (OTU12), active site: salmon (OTU11), red (OTU12), stick mode. c Modeling of the complex
formed between OTU11 and ubiquitin. Color coding of OTU11 appears as in (a). Ubiquitin is colored in light orange. d, e Computational simulation of interactions between the OTU11 variants and the lipid bilayer. Representative snapshots of wild-type OTU11(Δ21) (d) and OTU11(OTU) (e) after 1000 ns are shown. The protein is represented as a new ribbon and colored according to the secondary structure. Side chains are represented as lines and colored according to the residue type (blue: basic, red: acidic, green: polar, white: hydrophobic). The atoms of the catalytic center and the PBM1 motif are highlighted as ball and sticks. PC and PE are depicted as lines and colored according to the atom type. PI(4,5)P₂ lipids are highlighted in licorice representation. Ions are shown as transparent spheres. f, g Propensities of explicit salt bridges between lysine and arginine residues and PI(4,5)P₂ during the simulations for wild-type and 6A1 variants of OTU11(Δ21)(f) and OTU11(OTU) (g). For all variants, two setups with different initial distances of the PBM1 motif to the membrane were simulated (d: larger initial distance). The regions highlighted with a light gray frame indicate PBM1 and PBM2. The 6A1 mutation leads to a reduction in salt bridge contacts in PBM1. h Scatterplot and distributions of the distances between two pairs of not neighboring amino acids from the catalytic center, CYS112/HIS218 and ASP109/HIS218, for the OTU11(Δ21) simulations. i Snapshots from the final structures for OTU11(Δ21) simulations are compared with the endpoint of the bulk equilibration which is the starting point of the membrane simulations. Pink: WT, red: 6A1, gray: bulk. Highlighted are the three amino acids in the catalytic center (ASP109, CYS112, HIS218). Heteroatoms are colored according to atom type. Credit: Nature Communications (2022). DOI: 10.1038/s41467-022-34637-3

The Plant Physiology and Biochemistry research team at the University of Konstanz has discovered previously unknown molecular mechanisms by which plants adapt to their environment—important basic knowledge in times of climate change

Plants are exposed to constant environmental changes, and their survival depends on their ability to sense and adapt to environmental stimuli.
Protein molecules in the cell membrane play a crucial role in coordinating extracellular signals and intracellular reactions. The Plant Physiology and Biochemistry research team (University of Konstanz) now succeeded in identifying two deubiquitinating enzymes involved in the molecular mechanism of this adaptation process. The study has been published in the current issue of *Nature Communications*.

**The amount of protein molecules is crucial**

In its adaptation process, the cell needs to sense, for example, nutrients or pathogens in its environment. That is the job of special protein molecules—the transporters and receptors, located on the cell membrane separating the inside of the cell from the outside world. They are produced as well as degraded in the cell. Decisive for the plant's signal perception is the amount of these molecules.

The small signal protein ubiquitin hooks on other proteins and thus ensures that they are degraded. At the same time, there are deubiquitylating enzymes that can reverse this effect by removing ubiquitins.

Biology professor Erika Isono's team analyzed 18 of these deubiquitylating enzymes in the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana. In cooperation with Karin Hauser, Michael Kovermann and Christine Peter from the Department of Chemistry, the team found two of these enzymes, designated OTU11 and OTU12, which are localized at the cell membrane and are actually involved in regulating the amount of cell membrane proteins.

Lead author Karin Vogel explains the biochemical mechanism: "OTU11 and OTU12 can shorten certain ubiquitin chains. This influences the degradation of the modified proteins." The biologist also discovered how they are activated: by binding to negatively charged lipids on the cell
membrane.

Previously unknown form of activity adjustment

This means that the activity of these enzymes is tightly controlled. Several activation mechanisms for deubiquitylating enzymes are already known. The mechanism reported here is a previously unknown form of activity adaptation. This regulation is so crucial because the effect of deubiquitylating enzymes can have major consequences for the function of the cell.

"Our discovery shows that the deubiquitylating enzymes do not become active until they arrive at the membrane, where the lipids are located. This fits perfectly with the intracellular localization and function of the two enzymes," says Erika Isono.

Model plants are used in basic biological research to investigate fundamental biochemical and molecular biological mechanisms. The long-term goal is to optimize agricultural yields, which is particularly important in times of climate change, as plant growing conditions can change as a consequence. Erika Isono says, "It's important that we understand at the molecular level how plants respond to the environment. The ubiquitin-dependent signaling pathway probably plays an important role in this process."
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